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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

major powers — including Australia, France, Japan,
Russia, and the United States — that can help balance
China, and build India’s and the region’s capabilities.

This paper explores India’s ties with China, outlining
how they have evolved over the course of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s years in office. It lays out the
elements of cooperation, competition, and potentially
conflict in the Sino-Indian relationship, as well as the
leverage the two countries potentially hold over each
other. The paper also examines the approach that
Delhi has developed to manage its China relationship
— one that can be characterized as “competitive
engagement with Indian characteristics.” The paper
details how and why India is simultaneously engaging
with Beijing, where that is feasible, and competing
with China, alone and in partnership with others.
Finally, the paper considers what could cause India to
reevaluate its approach to China either toward greater
accommodation or greater competition.

In this context, India has largely approved of the Trump
administration’s more competitive view of China, even
as it does not have similar concerns about China as an
ideological challenge and despite Delhi’s discomfort
with certain elements of Washington’s approach
toward Beijing. Their broad strategic convergence on
China has laid the basis for U.S.-India cooperation
across a range of sectors, particularly in the diplomatic,
defense, and security spheres, as well as incentivized
the two sides to manage or downplay their differences.
This convergence could unravel if there is a major
Indian reorientation on China, but the paper argues
that is unlikely. Nonetheless, an Indian reevaluation
toward greater accommodation of China could
conceivably occur as a result of domestic political
or economic developments in India, doubts about
America’s role and commitment in the region and visà-vis India, or a sustained Chinese strategy to reassure
India or assuage its concerns.

The paper argues that India’s recent “reset” has
thus far been limited, consisting of greater high-level
interaction, efforts to improve economic and peopleto-people ties, and the restarting of boundary and
military dialogues. However, the persisting boundary
dispute, China’s support for Pakistan, concerns
about China’s increasing activities and influence
in South Asia and the Indian Ocean region through
the Belt and Road Initiative and beyond, and an
unbalanced economic relationship have ensured that
the Sino-Indian relationship remains a fundamentally
competitive one. In response, at home India is trying to
enhance its military, nuclear, space, and technological
capabilities, as well as its infrastructure. Abroad, it
is establishing or enhancing partnerships in India’s
extended neighborhood, as well as with like-minded

INTRODUCTION
In October 2019, Chinese leader Xi Jinping and Indian
prime minister Narendra Modi were pictured hand in
hand in the southern Indian seaside temple town of
Mamallapuram, near Chennai. Behind them loomed
a large boulder, precariously poised atop an incline.
In many ways, the photo is an apt reflection of the
state of the China-India relationship. Over the last
few years, Delhi and Beijing have sought to engage
with each other and stabilize relations, but major
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challenges continue to loom across the spectrum of
the relationship. And while India’s relationship with
China continues to involve elements of cooperation,
this remains a largely competitive, and even potentially
conflictual, relationship.

with China and the elements of cooperation in the
relationship. The paper then goes on to examine the
persisting differences as Delhi perceives them, and the
reasons India continues to see China as a competitor.
Subsequently, it outlines Delhi’s competitive approach,
focusing on India’s partnerships — particularly with
the United States. Finally, the paper considers what
could cause an Indian reevaluation of or reorientation
toward China.

More than a year before they met near Chennai, Modi
and Xi held their first “informal” summit in Wuhan in
April 2018. A number of observers saw that summit
as designed to “reset” the relationship.1 That raised
questions about whether India was moving from
competition to engagement with China — and sparked
concern among some at home and abroad (including
in the U.S.) that Delhi would go soft on China.2 However,
as this paper will show, that misunderstands both
what the “Wuhan spirit” and the “Chennai connect”
represent, as well as the broader Indian perception of
and approach toward China.

FROM DOKLAM TO ASTANA
TO XIAMEN TO WUHAN TO
MAMALLAPURAM
When Modi and his Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
came to power in 2014, some in China thought the
new prime minister would “inject new vitality” into the
relationship, given that he had made it clear in his
previous avatar as a chief minister (the equivalent of
a U.S. state governor) of Gujarat that he wanted to do
business with Beijing.3 There were expectations that
Modi would be like Deng Xiaoping, focusing on internal
strengthening and economic development,4 objectives
which China — an infrastructure development and
manufacturing powerhouse — could help him achieve.5
There was even hope that he would “steer…away from
a tilt toward the U.S.” and limit deepening cooperation
with China’s neighbors like Japan.6 Some in China even
expected that, as someone from the right, Modi could
be India’s Richard Nixon and achieve a breakthrough
in resolving the border dispute. Foreign Minister Wang
Yi publicly declared that the Sino-Indian relationship
stood at “a new starting point.”7 And Delhi reciprocated
the optimism, with the Indian national security advisor
speaking of the possibility of the relationship taking an
“orbital jump.”8

Wuhan did not signify a major pivot. Rather, it was
one step in a process to stabilize the China-India
relationship after a period of heightened tension.
That process has reset the tone and temperature of
the relationship, but thus far has not fundamentally
changed its strategic — and competitive — dynamics.
Over the last few years, as the good, bad and ugly
elements of the China-India relationship have played
out, they have elicited from Delhi an approach that can
be described as competitive engagement, with Indian
characteristics.
In this context, the Modi government has largely
approved of the Trump administration’s more
competitive view of China, even as it does not have
similar concerns about China as an ideological
challenge and despite Delhi's discomfort with certain
elements of Washington’s approach toward India’s
largest neighbor. Convergence on China has indeed
laid the basis for U.S.-India cooperation across a range
of sectors, but particularly in the diplomatic, defense,
and security spheres. But a change in the Indian
view of its China challenge or of American ability or
willingness to be helpful in that regard could cause
Delhi to reevaluate its relations with either or both
countries.

It soon became clear, however, that the two sides
could not leap over the obstacles that had dogged
the relationship in the past. While Delhi and Beijing
increased the frequency of their engagement, India
looked askance at what it saw as a unilateral attempt
to change the status quo at the disputed boundary in
September 2014 (even as Modi was rolling out the
red carpet for Xi in his home state), and at China’s
deepening relationship with Pakistan through the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) that Xi
endorsed in April 2015. China, for its part, was unhappy

This paper starts by outlining developments in the
China-India relationship over the last few years. It
then lays out the drivers behind India’s engagement
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with the U.S.-India Joint Strategic Vision for the AsiaPacific and Indian Ocean Region (January 2015) and
the incorporation of Japan as a regular participant in
the annual U.S.-India maritime exercise (revealed in
July 2015).

In fall 2017, Delhi also felt Beijing was motivated to
reach out to India, as well as to third countries like
Japan. It was a sensitive time for China domestically,
both politically and economically. Xi was heading into
the 19th Party Congress. The “Mar-a-Lago spirit” in
China-U.S. relations had dissipated, as had hopes
for an understanding over trade or North Korea. By
September 2017, Washington was publicly calling
out Chinese strategic and economic behavior, and
advocating for a coalition of democracies — Australia,
India, Japan, and the U.S. — to tackle it.

What followed were two years of strain in the SinoIndian relationship, with various dialogues being put on
hold, and the tone and temperature of the relationship
heating up. It culminated in the Doklam crisis during
which the two countries’ militaries faced off in the
Bhutan-China-India tri-border area (June-August 2017).

If Beijing reconciled with Delhi, it could limit any spillover
effect on the BRICS summit in Xiamen scheduled
for September and designed to showcase China’s
partnerships and Xi’s global leadership ahead of the
Party Congress — and eliminate the possibility that
India would decline to participate. It could also reduce
Delhi’s activism in opposing Chinese initiatives like the
Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). And it could potentially
shape India’s decisions vis-à-vis its partnerships with
the U.S., Japan, Australia, and others in ways that were
favorable to China.

The two years after that crisis have involved attempts
by the two countries to turn the temperature down.
The mantra of this period — one that has joined the
lexicon of China-Indianisms — has been a phrase first
mentioned when the two leaders met at the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization summit in Astana in June
2017: that “it was important that differences should
not become disputes and that in fact if they were
handled well, they may even be opportunities.”9
The sustained summer face-off in some ways led to
the “reset” that followed. It reminded both sides of
the potential for escalation. And it demonstrated that
dialogue mechanisms designed over the years to
ensure that the countries and militaries did not get to
that point were not functioning effectively.

This confluence of conditions and motivations on both
sides laid the ground for the Wuhan and Mamallapuram
summits. The idea behind the meetings was to allow
for direct communications between the two leaders,
and then for their “consensus” to flow down to various
levels of government and serve as strategic guidance.

Arguably neither side wanted a conflagration. From
India’s perspective, a conflict with China could
complicate the path to its domestic objectives,
particularly economic growth. In addition, Modi was
going into election season, which meant he could not
back down, but at the same time, it also incentivized
his government to resolve the unpredictable situation.
The leadership might have been willing to take the
chance of escalation with Pakistan, but a crisis with
China was another matter and much more of a wild
card. Moreover, while partners like the U.S. had been
helpful during the faceoff, Delhi would not have wanted
to depend on the decisions or mood of a Trump
administration whose China approach they considered
unpredictable and uncertain. Finally, stabilizing the
relationship with Beijing could once again create the
space and opportunity to engage China in the economic
space — for the benefit of the Indian economy — and
cooperate with it in the multilateral sphere.

And over the last two-plus years, China and India have
succeeded in keeping differences from becoming
disputes. But those divergences have remained and
major opportunities have been limited. Despite the
renewed emphasis on engagement, there has been
more continuity than change in the Indian view of
and approach toward China since 2008. And that
approach has been primarily characterized by strategic
competition.

COMPETITIVE
ENGAGEMENT, WITH INDIAN
CHARACTERISTICS
Given the cooperative and competitive dynamics in
the relationship, India’s approach to managing China,
which has had mixed success, has involved two
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broad elements. The first element is engaging with
Beijing where that is feasible. The second element
is continuing to compete with China, alone and in
partnership with others.

ingredients from China.10 On the flip side, Beijing could
use economic concessions or persuasion with India
— for example, by offering market access in certain
sectors.

This approach is designed to stabilize the relationship,
to take advantage of it where possible, to incentivize
certain kinds of Chinese behavior and deter others,
and to prepare for the scenario of Beijing breaking
bad. It is also designed to expand India’s leverage,
recognizing various Chinese points of leverage vis-àvis India.

Engaging…
There are multiple reasons why India has sought to
engage China and seek stability. One, as mentioned
above, keeping the China relationship stable is
important for domestic reasons. A peaceful periphery
would allow India to focus on its socio-economic
objectives at home, particularly economic growth, job
creation, and social service provision. It could also
mean India not having to divert expenditure from
development to defense, and could buy time to build
up Indian military capabilities.

“

China might not worry much about
India in and of itself given the
gap in the two countries’ relative
capabilities, but the U.S.-India
partnership does give it pause.

Second, Modi still hopes that India’s economy can
benefit from China’s. He sees Chinese strengths
particularly in the infrastructure and manufacturing
sectors as attractive.11 Moreover, from this perspective,
Chinese companies can bring much needed
investment, which has been limited till recently. The
Chinese market is also potentially attractive for Indian
goods and services, particularly certain agricultural
products, pharmaceuticals, information technologyrelated services, and movies — areas where India
believes its farmers, firms, and filmmakers have a
comparative advantage.

India’s sources of leverage include its market, to which
China and its companies want access. Another is the
presence of Tibetan leaders and refugees in India. A
third is Delhi’s ability to complicate Beijing’s interests
— and exploit its vulnerabilities — in the Indian Ocean.
A fourth is India’s partnerships — especially, but not
only, with the United States. After all, China might not
worry much about India in and of itself given the gap
in the two countries’ relative capabilities, but the U.S.India partnership does give it pause.

Third, Delhi has believed that engagement could
potentially incentivize Beijing to respect Indian
sensitivities or offer it opportunities. As a result
of China’s membership in various international
institutions and its relationships with India’s neighbors,
Delhi is well aware that China has the ability to affect
India’s interests and options — negatively or positively.
For instance, in the past Delhi has hoped that a
positive relationship with China might persuade it to
use its leverage with Islamabad to shape Pakistan’s
behavior in a way that might benefit India.

China’s points of leverage include its ability to
pressure India on the boundary. It can also complicate
India’s internal security situation (particularly in India’s
northeast as it did in the past), and Delhi’s regional
options given Beijing’s expanding ties with India’s
territorial and maritime neighbors. Furthermore, China
can use its relationship with Pakistan as a tool to
pressure — or reassure — India. Beijing can also be
helpful or harmful to Indian interests in key international
bodies, especially the U.N. Security Council. Finally,
while China’s ability to use economic coercion with
India is relatively limited because of their still limited
investment relationship, there are areas Beijing
could target — for instance, India’s pharmaceutical
sector, which is fairly dependent on imports of active

A fourth set of reasons to engage China involves India’s
relationship with other countries. Lacking the ability to
do so alone, India has sought to ensure a favorable
balance of power in the region (and enhance its own
capabilities) through a portfolio of partnerships,
including with Japan, Russia, and the United States.
However, India does not like to be dependent on other
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countries and believes that its need for these countries
vis-à-vis its China problem gives those powers leverage
over India. Easing its China problem could reduce
India’s dependence on these partners.

about U.S. President Donald Trump’s approach toward
China and India. In addition, India’s other traditional
balancing partner, Russia, has been growing closer to
China. Delhi cannot afford to be in a position where
other countries have stabilized their relationships with
Beijing, while it remains the odd man out.

One reason that India does not like depending
on other powers is that it is uncertain about their
reliability. And that belief has contributed to India’s
desire to seek a more stable equilibrium with China.
For it is aware that its fellow balancers — each of whom
has deeper economic ties and a longer history of
engagement with Beijing — have also been seeking to
engage China even as their relationships with it have
become more competitive. Beijing after all, did not
just reach out to Delhi in fall 2017, but also to Tokyo
and Canberra. Moreover, India remains uncertain

Thus, over the last two years, India has sought to get
the engagement part of its China approach back on
track. And, for the reasons mentioned above, China
has played ball. This engagement approach has
included an increase in the number of visits exchanged
by senior policymakers, the revival of a number of
dialogue mechanisms that had been put on hold, as
well as improved communication between the two
countries’ defense officials and personnel.

CHINA-INDIA DIALOGUE MECHANISMS
Resumed dialogues & initiatives

New initiatives

• special representatives’ talks on the boundary
question

• high-level economic and trade dialogue
• joint working group on education

• strategic economic dialogue

• drug regulation dialogue

• disarmament and nonproliferation dialogue
• maritime security dialogue

• familiarization visits by senior Indian diplomats
to China

• trans-border rivers dialogue

• Indian Navy participation in China’s
International Fleet Review

• defense and security dialogue

• Chinese People’s Liberation Army Navy
participation in Indian Ocean Naval
Symposium anniversary celebrations in India

• annual military exercise (HAND-IN-HAND)
• High-level mechanism on cultural and peopleto-people exchanges
• Russia-India-China trilateral dialogue
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Beyond reviving dialogue, India has also tempered its
tone toward China. For example, while it maintains
its opposition to BRI, it does not express it as starkly
or frequently in public as it did before. Delhi has
also agreed to work with Beijing on joint projects in
the region outside the ambit of BRI. A cooperative
economic initiative has not materialized yet, but joint
programs for training Afghan diplomats and police
officers did emerge from this decision.12

Financial Action Task Force (FATF) for taking insufficient
action against terrorist financing and money laundering,
which subjects the country to financial restrictions and
potentially punitive action. In the first case, the step
was seen as being taken under pressure; in the second,
as a result of persuasion that involved U.S. and Indian
backing for China’s vice-chairmanship of FATF.17
There has also been some movement on the bilateral
economic front. After a few years where trade had
seemed to stall, it picked up recently. In 2017-18,
trade in goods witnessed a 25% jump though the trade
deficit also increased. Between 2016-17 and 201819, the deficit did drop as a percentage of India’s total
trade deficit from 47% to 29% in 2018-19.18 The stock
of Chinese investment in India has also grown, going
from negligible amounts to estimates of over $12
billion (plus pledges worth $16 billion).19

Even at regional summits, Indian policymakers’
rhetoric about or alluding to China has been more
tempered. Modi’s speech at the Shangri-La Dialogue
in Singapore in June 2018 on India’s approach to the
Indo-Pacific used more careful language than it might
have contained a year before.13 Moreover, it talked of
India’s vision of an Indo-Pacific that was not just free
and open, but also inclusive — in order to address not
just Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)
countries’ concerns about where they fit, but also to
signal China that it too had a role if it played by the
rules.

Over the last two years, China has shown some
willingness to address the trade imbalance problem,
paving the way for some additional exports of Indian
agricultural and marine products. It has also granted
licenses to an Indian pharmaceutical company, and
allowed it to participate in public hospitals’ procurement
program for certain generic drugs.20 Observers have
seen the latter as driven by domestic demand in China.
They do, however, see the shift — albeit still only a slight
one — in China’s broader willingness as motivated by
the China-U.S. trade war, as well as Beijing’s desire
to expand the Chinese economic footprint in India.
The Modi government has said that it would welcome
Chinese investment, but has also signaled that this
would require greater reciprocity.

Delhi has also generally avoided what China would
consider obvious provocations. The Indian government
has become more careful about its participation in
Tibet-related events. Unlike in 2014, Modi did not invite
Lobsang Sangay, the leader of the Central Tibetan
Administration (the unrecognized Tibetan “government
in exile,” based in Dharamshala in northern India), to
his government’s swearing-in ceremony in 2019. The
prime minister has not met publicly with the Dalai Lama
since he took office. And during Xi’s visit to southern
India, Tibetan protestors were kept at bay.14 Thus far,
the Indian government has also avoided commenting
on developments in Xinjiang and Hong Kong. And on
Taiwan, the state-run airline Air India acquiesced to
Chinese demands to change its listing from “Taipei,
Taiwan” — though it did not go as far as Beijing wanted,
changing the listing to “Chinese Taipei” rather than
“Taiwan, China.”15

On its part, India’s central bank has given the Bank of
China a license to open a branch in Mumbai. Ahead of
the Mamallapuram summit, India’s telecommunication
department also allowed Huawei to participate in
and showcase its 5G capability at the India Mobile
Congress, and it more recently permitted the company
to participate in the 5G trials.21 And the Indian Embassy
in Beijing has been facilitating investment and tourism
roadshows since progress in these two areas is seen
as helping address the imbalance in economic ties. To
enable greater economic engagement (as well as travel
for tourists and students), connectivity between the
two countries has also improved with new air routes —
though it remains limited.

China, in turn, has taken some steps that India has
been seeking. It lifted its longstanding hold on the
designation of Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM) leader
Masood Azhar as a terrorist in the U.N. Security Council
1267 sanctions regime committee — a hold placed in
support of Pakistan, where Azhar is based.16 It also
allowed Pakistan to be placed on the “grey list” of the
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Another recent priority for the two countries has been
increasing links between their civil societies and
media — a recognition that public opinion on both
sides (and lack of understanding, if not trust) can limit
policymakers’ space and options vis-à-vis the other
country. A number of the 70 steps Delhi and Beijing
have announced as part of the celebration of 70
years of China-India ties are indeed focused on this
objective.22 In 2018, they also established a ChinaIndia high-level mechanism on cultural and people-topeople exchanges.

2014). While the two sides have talked of an early
settlement, there has been little sign that they are
moving toward one. Beijing did not take up Modi’s
suggestion of resuming the process to clarify the Line
of Actual Control that divides the two countries. Delhi
has dismissed the Chinese idea of a code of conduct
in part due to the concern that it would limit India from
upgrading its infrastructure and capabilities near the
boundary, as China has already done.26
Related to this is the issue of Tibet. The presence of the
Dalai Lama and Tibetan refugees in India continues to
be a source of concern and suspicion in China. And
the two countries have different views of how the
succession to the 14th Dalai Lama, now 84 years old,
should play out. A few months ago, a Chinese official
publicly asserted to visiting Indian journalists that the
Dalai Lama’s reincarnation would require Beijing’s
concurrence, and no role for other countries.27

The public diplomacy front has seen Beijing allow the
resumption of the pilgrimage for Indians through the
Nathu La mountain pass to Tibet’s Mount Kailash
and Lake Mansarovar, considered to be holy sites,
which was suspended during the Doklam crisis.23 It
has also seen the Chinese ambassador engage more
frequently with and in the media.24 India, for its part,
has emphasized the cultural links between the two
countries.

Another bilateral area of difference is the sharing of
the waters of the Brahmaputra River, which flows from
China into India’s politically and geopolitically sensitive
northeast (include territory that Beijing claims) and
then Bangladesh. While China and India have a
mechanism in place to manage these differences,
Indian concerns about Chinese dam construction,
potential river diversion, and erosion of its usage rights
remain. Moreover, Beijing’s suspension of hydrological
data-sharing during the Doklam crisis would not have
done much to reassure Delhi that China would not use
this leverage to try to influence Indian behavior in the
future as well.28

These last two years have also witnessed Sino-Indian
engagement beyond the bilateral sphere. The RussiaIndia-China trilateral resumed in December 2017 after
a planned April meeting did not materialize, reportedly
because of Chinese disapproval of a visit by the Dalai
Lama to Arunachal Pradesh, which China claims
(Beijing denied that was the reason).25 Moreover, the
trilateral has been elevated to the leader level, with
meetings on the sidelines of at least two multilateral
summits (where leader-level meetings of the IndiaJapan-U.S. trilateral also took place). India has also
continued to participate in organizations where
China played a founding role, such as the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization and the Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank (AIIB).

There had been some hope that growing economic ties
would alleviate some of these strategic differences.
But economic links have indeed added to the friction.
India’s trade deficit with China has persisted — it still
constitutes one-third of India’s total. (See Figure 1).
There are also complaints about lack of reciprocity, i.e.
Chinese companies investing in and seeking market
access in India without China offering the same
opportunity to Indian companies. Adding to those
are concerns about intellectual property theft, forced
technology transfer, Beijing’s influence over Chinese
companies active in India, and the potential use of
economic coercion for strategic and political ends.

Competing…
But even as elements of engagement have been visible
over the last few years, none of India’s fundamental
differences with China have been resolved, and some
Indian concerns have indeed grown.
These differences include the boundary dispute, which
has involved at least three major incidents since Xi
came to power in 2012 (before Doklam, there was an
incident in April 2013 and then again in September
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FIGURE 1: INDIA'S TRADE WITH CHINA
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Then there is China’s strategic relationship with Indian
rival Pakistan, which has deepened in part thanks to
CPEC. But even beyond that long-standing partnership,
Delhi has watched warily as China’s political,
economic, and military ties with India’s other territorial
and maritime neighbors have grown. It is concerned
about the impact of those ties on its neighbors’
political and economic landscapes, and particularly
on their strategic choices that have implications for
India. There is a sense that Beijing has not respected
India’s redlines and is creating the space for — if not
encouraging — these countries to do the same.

sent representatives.30 A related worry is that China’s
expanding presence in India’s territorial and maritime
neighbors is coming with expanding strategic and
political influence in those countries in ways that could
jeopardize Indian interests.
China’s forays into India’s maritime neighborhood have
particularly added to Delhi’s anxieties. The Indian navy
chief has emphasized the need to ensure “safe, secure
seas,” “freedom of navigation,” and a “rules-based
order” in the Indian Ocean region.31 India recognizes
that a China that has global interests will seek a global
presence. But it worries about the implications for its
own interests, particularly given China’s expanding
presence and its behavior elsewhere that suggests
that Beijing is not a rule-follower. Delhi has watched
warily what it has seen as China’s unilateral attempts
to change the status quo whether in the South China
Sea or at the Bhutan-China-India tri-border area, or
with its declaration of an air defense identification zone
in the East China Sea.32 And it has worried about the
reliability of Chinese assurances about its expanded
interests, with the Indian foreign secretary pointing
out to parliamentarians that, “a number of steps, that

These concerns — and the fact that some CPEC projects
are in territory that India claims — have led to Indian
opposition to BRI. Before and after the first Belt and
Road Forum (BRF), Delhi has asserted that connectivity
projects must be based on “respect for sovereignty
and territorial integrity, consultation, good governance,
transparency, viability and sustainability,” and should
not lead to debt burdens or strategic competition.
Delhi’s concerns that the Chinese initiative does not
meet these standards led it to decline an invitation to
the first BRF publicly even as most other major powers
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the Chinese hitherto had said they would not do, are
being done,” including establishing bases and sending
forces abroad.33

Beijing has subsequently continued to raise the
Kashmir issue, including via Wang’s speech at the 2019
U.N. General Assembly.36 India responded that it was
Beijing that had been changing the status quo through
the “illegal” CPEC in territory that India claims.37 Delhi
said the Chinese side did not raise Kashmir during Xi’s
visit. But when Delhi officially established the union
territories of Jammu and Kashmir and of Ladakh later
in October, China’s foreign ministry deplored the step,
calling it “illegal.”38 India retorted with a reiteration
of its territorial claims and stated, “We do not expect
other countries including China to comment on matters
which are internal to India just as India refrains from
commenting on internal issues of other countries.”
This was both a dismissal and a reminder of India’s
silence on Xinjiang and Hong Kong.39

Globally, Delhi has seen little to change its view that
China is seeking to limit India’s space and prevent its
rise. Beijing has continued to resist Indian membership
of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC), as well
as the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG).
Beyond the lack of resolution of these differences, over
the last few months, signs of friction in the China-India
relationship have returned — they are indeed reflective
of those persisting divergences.
A crucial subject of strain has been China’s backing
of Pakistan in the aftermath of the JeM attack on
Indian soldiers in Kashmir in February 2019 and the
subsequent Indian Air Force strike in Pakistan, as well
as after the Indian decision to change the status of
Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) in August 2019. In both
cases, from India’s perspective, China gave Pakistan
cover and/or support. In the more recent instance,
Delhi, which asserted that its J&K decision was an
internal matter, saw a number of Chinese steps as
unhelpful, if not worse. While urging India and Pakistan
to exercise restraint, Chinese foreign ministry officials
including Foreign Minister Wang criticized Delhi
particularly for unilaterally changing the status quo by
separating the region of Ladakh from J&K and making
both centrally-governed union territories.34 According
to Indian claims, Ladakh includes Aksai Chin, territory
that Beijing also claims (and holds).

Whether or not China wanted to come out in support
of Pakistan — or whether it was dragged into it out of
obligation and a need to protect its growing interests
there — the end result has been that it has reminded
Indians of a critical source of divergence with China.
Beijing’s backing of Pakistan at FATF has also not
helped the China-India dynamic. Indian observers
see China as insulating Pakistan from further punitive
action even if Islamabad makes insufficient progress
on countering terrorism financing — indeed, a Chinese
official declared that under no circumstances would
Pakistan be moved from the grey list to the black list.40
Whether in response to that support or as part of its
two-track competitive approach (more on that below),
India has taken some steps recently that would at the
very least annoy China. Ahead of Xi’s visit in October,
its army conducted a large military exercise (Him Vijay
or Mountain Victory) in Arunachal Pradesh, a state
that China claims.41 Defense sources claimed the
two were not linked, but India is well aware of China’s
sensitivities on the subject — it routinely objects to even
Indian ministerial visits to the state. Reports indicate
that Chinese officials brought up the exercise with the
Indian foreign secretary when he visited Beijing ahead
of Xi’s visit.42

Spurred by Pakistan, China then pushed for a
closed-door meeting of the UNSC on the situation in
Kashmir in mid-August. After the meeting the Chinese
permanent representative emerged to say that the
members had expressed “serious concern” about
the “very tense” and “dangerous” situation, including
on human rights. He said that the “unilateral” Indian
step had “challenged China’s sovereign interests and
violated bilateral agreements on maintaining peace
and stability in the border area.” The Indian permanent
representative retorted that his Chinese counterpart
was inaccurately presenting China’s views as those of
the international community.35

Meanwhile, in October the U.S. ambassador to India
visited Arunachal Pradesh. The U.S. assistant secretary
of state for South and Central Asian affairs stated that
the trip was in part a demonstration of “U.S. support for
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Indian sovereignty” (the U.S. recognizes the McMahon
Line and thus, de facto, India’s claims). The state
government, run by Modi’s BJP, in turn, declared the
ambassador the chief guest for the Tawang Festival.43

On the defense front, it has become clear that
cooperation has limits or at least a long way to go.
Asked recently why China was not invited to India’s
multilateral maritime exercise MILAN, when more
than 40 other countries were, the Indian navy chief
recently responded, “we have called the people that
we think are like minded.” He also acknowledged that
the navy recently asked a Chinese research vessel to
leave India’s exclusive economic zone in the Andaman
Sea because it had neither notified India nor taken its
permission.48

Neither that visit nor the U.S. government’s recent
engagements with Tibetan leaders in India could
have taken place without the acquiescence of the
Indian government. In October, U.S. Ambassador
at Large for International Religious Freedom Sam
Brownback visited the Dalai Lama in Dharamshala.
And then in November, the U.S. ambassador hosted
Sangay at the embassy.44

India is not just keeping an eye on Chinese maritime
inroads, but also technological ones. The government’s
concern has shown up in warnings to its military not to
use Chinese equipment, as well as in reports that it
is looking into default browsers and apps on Chinese
phones. It is also showing up in the debate on whether
to allow Huawei to participate in a potential 5G
network. While some Indian telecom companies and
ministries have argued for its inclusion, particularly on
cost grounds, many foreign and security policymakers
and experts have long expressed concern about the
company and its links to the Chinese state amid
broader concerns about critical data protection. A
reported Chinese warning about “reverse sanctions” if
India kept the company out would have done nothing
to allay their anxieties.49 The Indian foreign secretary
recently asserted that “simply going with technologies
because it is the cheapest… is not the wise course
of action” and that ideally India would develop its
own capacities and capabilities.50 Beyond 5G, Indian
policymakers and experts are also watching the
Chinese development of other defense and potential
dual-use technologies—including some in collaboration
with Russia.

“

While Indian officials believe there
is strategic case to join the RCEP
trade agreement, particularly visà-vis ASEAN, Australia, and Japan,
they believe the economic case is
insufficient.

Other areas of the China-India relationship have also
seen setbacks. India declined to join the Beijing-backed
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP)
— a free trade deal under negotiation by the 10 ASEAN
countries, Australia, China, Japan, New Zealand, and
South Korea — with the Indian home minister citing
the protection of India from “any adverse effects that
Chinese interests could have caused” as the reason.45
While officials believe there is strategic case to join
the trade agreement, particularly vis-à-vis ASEAN,
Australia, and Japan, they believe the economic case
is insufficient. Delhi is concerned about a surge of
imports that could adversely affect its farmers, small
businesses and manufacturers, the demands and
deadlines being placed on India to open up its market,
and insufficient market access concessions in sectors
where Indian firms and goods have a comparative
advantage.46 Indian officials hoped that the ModiXi discussions would persuade the Chinese leader
to make sufficient concessions to facilitate India’s
membership of RCEP. But those expectations were
apparently not met.47

Delhi also has concerns about Chinese public
diplomacy efforts. They have shown up in its reported
requirement that Indian universities and academic
institutions get prior approval from the home affairs
and external affairs ministries for all agreements with
Chinese counterparts.51
All these persisting concerns have caused India to
maintain a two-track competitive approach to China,
involving internal and external balancing. The former
has included trying to enhance India’s military, nuclear,
space, and technological capabilities, as well as its
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infrastructure, albeit not always successfully. The latter
has meant establishing or enhancing partnerships in
India’s extended neighborhood, as well as with likeminded major powers that can help balance China.
The greater attention to India’s South and Southeast
Asian, as well as Indian Ocean, neighbors has involved
increased diplomatic presence and exchanges
(both bilateral and regional), defense and economic
diplomacy, and capacity building, as well as improved
connectivity.52 India's major power engagement is
detailed below.

as Russia. Over the last two years, India has deepened
each of these relationships, particularly in the defense
and security sphere. It is engaging with these countries
bilaterally, trilaterally, and even quadrilaterally (in the case
of Australia, Japan, and the U.S.) And it is cooperating
and coordinating with these partners in third countries,
as well as regional and global institutions. India’s efforts
with these countries have been focused on acquiring
defense equipment and technology, increasing maritime
domain awareness and information sharing, improving
interoperability, facilitating regional capacity-building and
connectivity, and expanding India’s reach.

WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM ITS
FRIENDS

It is from this perspective that India keeps a close eye on
these partners’ relationships with China. As far as U.S.
relations with China are concerned, India has taken a
Goldilocks’ view: it does not want them to be too warm
or too cold. A too-cozy Sino-U.S. relationship (a “G-2”)
would freeze India out, impinge on Indian interests,
and eliminate one of Washington’s key rationales for
a stronger relationship with India. An icy China-U.S.
relationship that could lead to crisis or conflict, on the
other hand, could destabilize the region and force India
to make choices it is not ready to make. (Washington has
a similar Goldilocks’ view of Sino-Indian relations; when
they’re “just right,” they incentivize Delhi to move closer to
the U.S. while not requiring choices or commitments from
the American side).

Even as it has engaged with China over these last two
years, India has doubled down on its partnerships with a
number of like-minded balancing powers that also have
concerns about China’s capabilities, intentions, and/or
actions. These partnerships can (1) help enhance India’s
capabilities across the board, which is crucial given the
widening China-India gap, (2) contribute to capacitybuilding in the Indo-Pacific region, (3) help shape Chinese
behavior and a favorable balance of power in the region,
and (4) serve as leverage for India with China.
This set of partnerships involves the United States and
its allies Australia, France, and Japan (and to some
extent the United Kingdom and South Korea), as well
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RECENT INDIAN DEFENSE AND SECURITY COOPERATION WITH
AUSTRALIA AND JAPAN
With Australia

With Japan

• 2+2 dialogue at foreign and defense
secretaries’ level established

• 2+2 dialogue upgraded to ministerial level
• New bilateral air force and army exercises

• Maritime exercise AUSINDEX 2019 included
observers from the U.S. and New Zealand

• Held bilateral navy exercise for the first time in
five years

• Indian air force and navy participation in
Australia’s multilateral exercises

• Japan sent observers to U.S.-India air force
exercise Cope India

• Australian participation in Indian exercises
MILAN and MEDEX

• Negotiating logistics support agreement
• Undertaking joint research on unmanned
ground vehicles and robotics technologies

• India sent observers to Australia-U.S. exercise
Talisman Sabre

• India-Japan-U.S. trilateral upgraded to
ministerial level

• Negotiating logistics support agreement
• Australia, India, and Indonesia established
a trilateral dialogue and a maritime security
workshop, and jointly hosted the East Asia
Summit Conference on Maritime Security
Cooperation

With both
• Australia-India-Japan trilateral established
• Bilateral discussions on critical technologies

• Visits exchanged by defense ministers and
service chiefs

It is in this context that India has welcomed what it
sees as the change from the Obama (and even Bush)
administration’s more sanguine view of China to the
Trump administration’s more competitive one.

case, this has been encapsulated in its Free and Open
Indo-Pacific concept, which envisions India as a crucial
“democratic anchor” in the region.53 Another benefit,
most Indian policymakers believe, is that China takes
India more seriously when the U.S. does.

It does have concerns about some aspects of the
American approach. Like many of Washington’s Asian
and European allies, India would have liked to have
seen a more collective or collaborative approach
toward China; instead it has found itself at the receiving
end of some of the trade measures the administration
has taken.

In the last two years alone, India has taken a number
of steps with the U.S. The two countries established
a ministerial-level annual 2+2 defense and diplomatic
dialogue in 2018, which also meets more frequently at
the working level. They have finally moved forward on
a series of foundational agreements that will facilitate
greater interoperability and technology transfer, as
well as enhance India’s ability to operate further afield.
They have:

But overall, it believes that when the U.S. sees China as
more of a competitor than a partner, that is beneficial
to India for strategic and tactical reasons. It creates
space for India with both Washington and Beijing.
Washington assigns India a critical role in its strategy
as a counterbalance or contrast to China, which
facilitates cooperation — particularly in the defense
and security space. And in the Trump administration’s

• operationalized the Logistics Exchange
Memorandum of Agreement (LEMOA),
• implemented the Helicopter Operations from
Ships other Than Aircraft Carriers (HOSTAC)
program,
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• signed the Communications Compatibility and
Security Agreement (COMCASA),

“victory” in Hindi) and their annual joint maritime
exercise Malabar has increased in complexity. In fall
2017, India also agreed to revive the quadrilateral
involving Australia, Japan, and the United States,
despite Beijing’s past protest about its formation and
continued Chinese concerns about its agenda. “The
Quad” meets regularly twice a year at the working
level and has now also met at the ministerial level.
Moreover, recently, the four countries undertook a
tabletop counterterrorism exercise in India, with their
cyber experts meeting separately on the sidelines of a
multilateral summit.

• signed the Industrial Security Annex that will
facilitate greater cooperation between their
defense industries,
• reinvigorated negotiations for the Basic Exchange
and Cooperation Agreement that could enable
geospatial intelligence sharing.
Moreover, they are enabling greater information
sharing through an Indian liaison at U.S. Naval Forces
Central Command, and soon an American one at the
Indian Information Fusion Centre.

India also sees the U.S. as helpful at crucial moments
and in various international forums, often where
it is going up against China. Washington provided
assistance to Delhi during the Sino-Indian stand-off
at the Bhutan-China-India tri-border area in 2017 and
during India-Pakistan tension following the February
2019 terrorist attack in Kashmir. In the latter case, as
well as after India changed the constitutional status of
J&K, this included American — and French — assistance
at the UNSC while Beijing backed Islamabad. The U.S.
has also played a key role in getting Pakistan greylisted at FATF and Masood Azhar designated as a
terrorist, and has advocated for Indian membership of
the NSG. In each case, Washington — and, sometimes,
even Delhi — has found a way to highlight the contrast
the American and Chinese positions.54

In addition, the U.S. and India militaries continue
to undertake various exercises. In the aftermath of
Doklam, they revived their air force exercise (Cope India),
now including Japan as an observer. They also started
a new exercise, Tiger Triumph, that involves multiple
services from their armed forces, with the first edition
taking place in the Bay of Bengal in November 2019.
Their coast guards conducted a joint exercise there in
August 2019 as well. In addition, the Indian navy joined
USAFRICOM’s multi-country Cutlass Express exercise for
the first time (and is expected to participate again in the
U.S. multilateral Rim of the Pacific or RIMPAC maritime
exercise). Furthermore, U.S. observers were present
while Australia and India conducted their largest-ever
naval exercise in 2019. And the two countries also
undertook a group sail with Japan and Philippines in
the South China Sea in May 2019.

REORIENTATION?
India’s perception of and relations with China have
shaped its view of the United States as well as a
number of key American allies and partners in the
Indo-Pacific. It is not an exaggeration to say that India’s
concern about China’s capabilities, intentions, and
actions has been a critical driver of its partnership
with the U.S. over the last two decades.

The relationship with the U.S. has also helped India
enhance its military capabilities. Over these past
few years, India has incorporated various American
equipment into its arsenal, including Apache and
Chinook helicopters, C-17 and C-130 transport
aircraft, P-8I maritime reconnaissance aircraft, and
M-777 howitzers. It is expected to purchase Sig Sauer
assault rifles for its troops on the boundary with China,
as well as multi-role helicopters and gun systems for
its navy. The U.S. has also approved the sale of armed
drones to India, and is seeking to sell fighter aircraft
to the Indian navy and air force, as well as a missile
defense system that would cover Delhi.

What could cause an Indian reevaluation or
reorientation with China, which, in turn, would have
implications for the India-U.S. relationship? What
might lead India to adopt a less competitive approach
toward China, and perhaps one more accommodating
of Chinese interests and sensitivities?

In addition, the two countries have continued to work
with Japan. They upgraded their trilateral dialogue
to the leader level in 2018 (Modi labeled it JAI, or

An Indian reorientation is less likely than those by other
countries. For one, Delhi’s view of China as a challenge
has pre-dated those of many other major powers and
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has remained fairly consistent since the late 1950s.
Second, there is deep mistrust toward China among
both policymakers and the Indian public. A spring
2019 Pew Research Center poll indicated that only
23% of Indians surveyed had a favorable view of China
— globally, only the Japanese had a less favorable
view. Moreover, China’s favorability rating in India has
on average been on a downward trajectory since late
2013/early 2014, when it stood at 35%.55

A second factor that could cause an Indian reevaluation
vis-à-vis China — related to the internal ones — could
involve a deterioration in U.S.-India relations, or doubts
in Delhi about American willingness or ability to play
the balancing role in Asia that India seeks. Among
other things, this could result from a China-U.S. deal
(a G-2) that could eliminate or reduce the U.S. need or
incentive to partner with India. Or it could result from
a U.S. move toward retrenchment in Asia. Or it could
stem from reduced American interest in India because
Washington gets disillusioned with India’s economic
performance, its military ability, its social stability,
or its capacity to serve as a successful democratic
contrast to China. In any of these eventualities, if India
does not have the ability to tackle a China challenge
on its own or with other partners, it could lead Delhi to
seek an accommodation with Beijing.

Nonetheless, there are some factors that could cause
an Indian reevaluation.
One would be internal developments in India that
could cause Delhi to want to avoid confrontation or
competition with Beijing. This could involve a stalling
or significant slowdown of the Indian economy that
could (a) require Delhi to focus at home and avoid
confrontations or commitments abroad and/or (b)
leave Delhi fewer resources to expend on defense as
opposed to development, potentially limiting its ability
and willingness to resist Chinese actions or lessening
its resolve. In the past, this “guns vs. butter” debate
has shaped how India has viewed and approached
China.56

A third factor that could change India’s calculus could
be a Chinese decision — perhaps as a result of a larger
strategic rethink — to move the India relationship to
a more positive plane. This is unlikely to succeed
through tactics that Beijing has traditionally employed
— i.e. trying to emphasize “Asia for Asians” or trying
to convince Indians that there are no real Sino-Indian
differences, just ones that result from American
propaganda and efforts.

The internal developments could also involve political
or social policies in India that might open it up to
criticism — and pressure — from the U.S. and other
democratic partners, such as the restrictions the
Modi government has imposed in Kashmir, or the
citizenship amendment act that has raised concerns
in conjunction with a potential national register of
citizens. Beijing or Moscow are unlikely to express
similar concerns about illiberalism or human rights
violations, which could lead Delhi to gravitate towards
them. Indeed, those countries might even offer India
support. Recently an article in the Chinese Communist
Party newspaper the People’s Daily, for instance,
backed India’s internet shutdowns on security
grounds, even as many in the West criticized it.57 (Thus
far, however, these developments have not opened
the door for China significantly, since criticism from
the executive branches of Western governments has
remained relatively limited — in some cases precisely
because of their concerns about China and the role for
India they envision in response).

An effective Chinese strategy to change the India
relationship fundamentally would need to involve two
elements: (1) reducing Indian threat perception of
China, and/or (2) increasing Indian uncertainty about
the U.S. and particularly Washington’s willingness and
ability to play an effective balancing role in Asia.
China could alter India's perception of it by finding
ways to reassure policymakers and the public about
its intentions. On the boundary dispute, this would
require no major incident for the next few years to start
with, but more broadly it would require a settlement.
Today, however, a boundary settlement would be
insufficient since Sino-Indian competition has become
more expansive. Thus it would require a series of other
steps to assuage Indian concerns. For one, Beijing
would have to find ways to chip away at the idea that
it seeks to slow or prevent India’s rise. That means
supporting Indian membership of the NSG and UNSC,
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or at least withholding its veto. More broadly, it would
call for a reevaluation of China’s relationship with
Pakistan and reprioritizing fellow Asian giant India
over its long-standing ally Pakistan. Steps short of that
could include Beijing reverting back to a more neutral
position on Kashmir.

or its deployments in the Indian Ocean region. Or it
could mean conveying that the capabilities gap is so
large that Indian resistance is futile — that for India
to keep up would require too much defense spending
and diversion from development spending. (Indeed,
this gap is partly responsible for the current sense
of hesitation or caution in India, and has driven the
“reset.”)

Other steps that could demonstrate that Beijing
respects India’s sensitivities would involve altering
its approach in India’s neighborhood. It would mean
respecting Indian redlines, and resisting getting
involved in domestic politics, particularly actively
encouraging parties or leaders less friendly to India as it
has done in the past, for instance, Mahinda Rajapaksa
in Sri Lanka, Abdulla Yameen in the Maldives, or
Khadga Prasad Sharma Oli in Nepal. It would also
require greater transparency in terms of projects,
increased openness about maritime deployments, and
potentially collaboration on maritime security (the two
countries have talked in the past about cooperation
on humanitarian assistance and disaster relief, energy
security, anti-piracy, and evacuation operations).

Each of these steps would be quite difficult, if not
impossible, for Beijing to take. Even a decision that
would seem relatively easy — with limited costs for the
China-Pakistan relationship — like withdrawing its hold
on the designation of a terrorist took years for Beijing.
By the time it took this step, it did not get China much
credit in India, where observers put it down to resulting
from pressure from Delhi and its friends.58
There’s also the question of why Beijing has not
taken these steps thus far. Beyond the limits that its
partnership with Pakistan has posed, perhaps Beijing
is convinced that it cannot assuage India’s concerns.
Or perhaps it believes that pressure on India would
work better than persuasion. Or maybe it has not felt
the urgency to really reset the relationship.

Changing Indians’ views of Chinese intentions
would also require Beijing to alter its approach in
the economic realm, including seriously addressing
the trade imbalance, as well as market access and
other problems facing Indian companies seeking
to do business in China. Beijing would also have to
encourage Chinese investment in India that focuses
on priority sectors for the Indian government (e.g.
infrastructure and manufacturing) or offer financing
on attractive terms. And it would need to refrain from
using those economic ties to force India’s hands on
particular issues.

What could cause Beijing to decide that it needed to
take such steps? Perhaps a sense of a growing threat
from the U.S. and its allies and partners, and a desire
to take India out of the balancing game.
Beyond trying to reassure India, the other element of a
Chinese strategy to change India’s calculus would be
easier and involve shaping Indian views of the U.S. in
two ways.
First, Beijing could make Delhi doubt Washington’s
commitment to a rules-based order (by portraying the
U.S. as a bigger disruptor than China), to its allies and
partners in the region, and particularly to India. It could
do the latter by creating or using a crisis with India at a
time or in a situation where it would be difficult for U.S.
to support India — and then highlight that American
hesitation.

China would also need to change its approach in the
Indo-Pacific, particularly by reducing or eliminating
its assertiveness toward India’s partners like Japan,
Singapore, and Vietnam. This could achieve one of two
objectives: reassure India about Chinese intentions
in Asia, or make those countries less likely to be an
active part of a balancing coalition and reduce India’s
partnership options.

Second, China could increase Indian concerns that
the U.S. is infringing on Delhi’s strategic autonomy.
It could encourage the view that Washington is using
India as a frontline state versus China, argue that the
U.S. is forcing a choice that could hinder India (e.g.

A successful Chinese effort to change Delhi's
calculus would also require shaping India’s views of
its capabilities. That could mean either reassuring
India through limiting its build-up near the boundary
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in the technology space), and assert that the U.S. is
taking steps that are hurting Indian interests (e.g. Iran
sanctions).

More broadly, within and outside government, the
debate in India involves questions like (1) how much
of a challenge is China? (2) can India incentivize China
to be more accommodating? (3) what is the right mix
of engagement and competition? (4) is India doing
enough to build its own capabilities? and (5) is India
moving too fast or too slow in building partnerships?59

Crucial for both elements of a Chinese strategy to spur
an Indian reevaluation would be to create and nurture
constituencies in India — ones that would gain from
better Sino-Indian relations and have something to
lose if they deteriorated. This would require Beijing
to develop a network in the private sector and at the
state level, and to shape public opinion through media,
civil society, and educational institutions.

But, overall, for the last decade at least, there has been
a fairly consistent official Indian view of and approach
toward China — one that has led to a deepening
relationship not just with the United States, but also
with its allies and partners such as Australia, France,
and Japan. How far those partnerships go will depend
not just on Delhi, but also on the actions of Beijing and
Washington.

It is important to note that an India reevaluation in
the other direction could also take place — it could
decide to move from competitive engagement to
outright competition. What could drive this? More than
anything else, Chinese actions seen as violating or
seriously infringing on India’s core sensitivities or an
overtly hostile act.

CONCLUSION
There continues to be robust debate about China and
the approach to take toward it both within and outside
government in India. Even within the ruling BJP, some
see China as India’s primary challenge — whether
from the security or the economic perspective — while
others argue for a better relationship with China from
a cultural perspective (as fellow ancient civilizations),
an economic perspective, an Asia-for-Asians angle, or
a sovereignty perspective.
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